Absfracf-After recapitulating various basic notions from classical probability theory and statistics, this theory is generalized to a probabilistic and statistical framework defined on fuzzy sets. Using the new framework, the Competitive Exception Learning Algorithm (CELA) is presented, described and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a Competitive Exception Learning Algorithm (CELA) was introduced [l] , [2]. This algorithm establishes a mapping from an M-dimensional input sample space to an N-dimensional output sample space. CELA is aimed to discover regimes (i.e. local behavior in the input sample space) for which the conditional probability distribution in the output sample space systematically deviates from the average, unconditional distribution. Previous papers on CELA dealt with the introduction of the algorithm by sketching its background and by describing the algorithmic sub-steps. The algorithm was tested successfully on both simulated and real world data, mainly in the field of financial markets. However, until now a precise and firm theoretical foundation of CELA is still lacking. The current paper resolves this imperfection. The contribution here is twofold. First, we present, in section II, a probability theory and statistics of fuzzy sets. Second, we re-formulate, in section 111, the CELA-algorithm within the probabilistic fuzzy framework introduced. We finalize with a discussion and outlook.
PROBABILITY THEORY AND STATISTICS
In this section, we introduce the theory needed to be able to explain the background of the CELA in the next session. The theory introduced is strongly related to the approach presented in the seminal paper [3]. We made further use of several standard works on probability theory [4], mathematical statistics [5] , and fuzzy set theory [6] . We explain the theory for one-dimensional spaces, but it can easily be extended to multidimensional spaces.
A. The discrete case
A.l Classical probability theory Let us start by considering classical probability theory defined on crisp sets. More specifically, we consider a random variable defined on a discrete sample space X = {z1,x2,. . .} with disjunct sample points z1,x2,. . .. Then the probability of sample point zi is often written as
with various properties like, for example, xi f(zi) = 1. A set A = {xi, xj, . . .} C X of sample points zi is often called an event [4]. The probability Pr(A) of such an event is defined as the sum of the probabilities of all sample points in it, so
We also shall make use of the characteristic function XB(Z) which defines a set B as follows:
We further consider the special events Si consisting of just one single sample point, so Vi : Si = {xi}. We call these events singleton events. From (3) we conclude that 1 ifz=zi x a ( z ) = { 0 otherwise.
(4)
By applying equations (l), (2) and (4), we conclude that Pr(S,) = Pr(5
Similarly and more generally, we derive that the probability of an event A = {xi, xj, . . .} can be written as
x b e x where E(5) is the mathematical expectation of the stochastic variable x.
A.2 Probability theory on fuzzy sets
The above-given theory can easily be generalized to a probability theory on fuzzy sets. We first introduce the notion of a jiuzy singleton event: just like a single (crisp) event Si = {xi} of X can be characterized by its corresponding characteristic function xsi (z), so a fuzzy singleton event can be described by a membership function ,usi (z) mi i f z = z i pa(zC) = { 0 otherwise,
where 0 < mi 5 1. More generally, a discrete fuzzy event A can be defined by the membership function ~A ( z ) : The probability of a discrete fuzzy singleton event can be defined by generalizing expression (5): we simply replace the characteristic function xs; () by ps; () and get P@i) = PS;(zi)f(zi) = PS;(zk)f(zk).
X b E X Similarly, the probability of a discrete fuzzy event A is given by
Hence, the probability of a fuzzy event equals the mathematical expectation of the membership function describing this fuzzy event.
X b E X 
The proof shows that thanks to condition (12) the probabilities on the fuzzy events sum up to precisely one or, in other words, this condition guarantees that the sample space is well-defined.
B. The continuous case

B.l Classical probability theory
Again we start considering classical probability theory defined on crisp sets. More specifically, we consider a random variable x defined on a continuous sample space X. Within X, an interval I; = [z;-1, zi] defines an event and the probability of event I; can be described as
where f(z) is a probability density function. Next, we consider the more general event A consisting of the union of several disjunct (crisp) intervals I;, Ij , . . ., so
Using this definition it is not very difficult to prove that
Ii S A
Using (14) and (16), the probability of the crisp event A can be expressed as
B.2 Probability theory on fuzzy sets
Like in the discrete case, the theory of classical probability theory as explained in subsection 11-B.l can easily be generalized. For an arbitrary fuzzy interval Ij defined on X by its membership function (z), we generalize (14) by replacing X A O by PA0 and get
L Similarly, for afuay event A, we generalize (17) and get
Again the probability of a fuzzy event equals the mathematical expectation of the stochastic membership function describing this fuzzy event.
B.3 Well-defined fuzzy sample spaces 
A, Proof: Since the fuzzy events A, form a partition, condition (12) holds again. Using this condition and the above-given probability definitions for the continuous case, we find that
C. The statistical part, the continuous case
With a finite set of P representative sample data z p , P = 1,: . . , P from a discrete Or continuous sample space, mathematical statistics can be used to assess probabilities, both in the crisp and in the fuzzy case. We confine our analysis to continuous sample spaces.
C.1 Assessing unconditional probabilities
A. GoalofCELA
The CELA tries to learn a mapping from a M-dimensional input sample space X to an N-dimensional output sample space y. TO do SO, a representative set of fuzzy samples (zP, y p ) , ( p = 1,2, . . . , P) should be available generated by a probabilistic fuzzy data source. It is further supposed that the fuzzy samples yp in Y are usualb generated conform a probability distribution independently of the generation of the In the crisp case of assessing probabilities, the domain-of X is partitioned in a set of classes A , = [z,-~, a,]. Let f A , denote the relative frequency and f A , the absolute frequency of sample points x p E A,, then the probability of fuzzy classes In the fuzzy case, the domain of X is fizzily partitioned in a set of fuzzy classes A,. This is done here in such a way that condition (12) concerning the membership functions P A , (z), holds. Thjs guarantees that X is a well-defined sample space. Let here f A , denote the relative frequency and J A , the absolute frequency of the contributions of the fuzzy samples x p to the fuzzy class A , (remember that each fuziy sample belongs to each fuzzy class to a certain degree), then the probability of fuzzy class A , can be assessed conform 
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corresponding samples zp in X . However, under certain special conditions called 'regimes', related to special values z p observed in X , the fuzzy sample values yp are generated conform a different probability distribution. In other words, the process of generating output fuzzy samples is assumed to be partially conditional on the process of generating input fuzzy samples. It is the main task of CELA to learn the regimes for which the conditional probability distribution in Y deviates exceptionally (i.e., at most) from the unconditional probability distribution in
Y.
B. Fuzzy classes
In order to achieve the described goal of CELA, a set of B classes Ab within X , and a set of C classes A , in Y is defined. Each class Ab and each class A , has a parameter (called the class center and denoted as z b and jj, respectively), which should be assessed. After having assessed these parameters, the corresponding classes are fixed. The idea behind fixing the output classes A, is to facilitate a compact, close assessment of the unconditional probability distribution in Y. The fixation of the input classes Ab serves a different goal: after fixation, an input class Ab is assumed to coincide with a regime such that the corresponding exceptional conditional probability distribution can easily be assessed.
The membership functions p~~ ( P A , ) describing the fuzzy classes Ab (A,) should meet several requirements. First, they should be defined locally, i.e., class Ab (A,) should have high membership values for z-values (y-values) near class center ? b (yc) and low membership values for 2-values (y-values) near other class centers. Second, the membership functions should meet condition (12) to guarantee that the fuzzy sample space X (Y) is well-defined (see sections 2.1.3, 2.2.3). These requirements motivated us to define the membership functions as follows:
The letter 'd' in these definitions represent a distance measure where db(X) represents the (e.g., Euclidean) distance between z and center ?b in X and where d,(y) represents the distance between y and center yc in Y. For the power q used in (24), we normally choose the value 2. It is easy to show that these definitions satisfy the above-given requirements for the membership functions.
In this section, we re-formulate the Competitive Exception C. The CELA-algorithm Learning Algorithm (CELA) within the probabilistic and statistical fuzzy framework introduced assuming that this framework also holds in multi-dimensional spaces.
We next re-formulate CELA [l], [2] within the general framework as introduced in the previous section.
Step 1 : Fixing the output classes
To get a concise characterization of the output space, the output classes A, are fixed by calculating appropriate locations of all fuzzy class centers in Y. This is done using afuzty clustering heuristic. Actually, we identify each fuzzy class (event) A with a fuzzy cluster and, in line with that, each class center yc with a cluster centro'id. In the original approach, competitive learning was applied but other clustering algorithms might be used as well.
The result of the clustering is afuuypartitioning of Y such that each class center yc of the fuzzy class A , is situated in the center of a 'cloud' of fuzzy sample points.
Step 2: Assessing unconditional output probabilities
Since the sample space Y is well-defined, the probability of each fuzzy class A , can be assessed by summing up the membership values P A , (y,,), = 1, . . . , P) conform equa- The probability vector characterizes the unconditional behaviour in Y and has been termed [l] the unconditional output cluster membership distribution (UOD).
Step 3: Fixing the input classes
To make an assessment of the conditional output distributions, the class centers %b in the input space should be fixed first. It is the most tricky part of CELA. Again a (fuzzy) competitive learning heuristic is used (although other approaches are again conceivable). We only sketch some essentials. The competitive learning heuristic used, maximizes an 'exception fitness function' by changing the class center locations Z b in X . The net effect of it is that all class centers x b are fixed near those input clusters (of samples zp) which correspond to the clusters of most exceptional samples yp.
Having performed this step, the fuvy partitioning of X is fixed as well.
Step 4: Assessing conditional output probabilities Using the given set of fuzzy sample pairs (zd,yp), we can calculate the conditional probabilities Pr(A, (Ab) conform the theory of section (11-C.2). For each 'regime' AI,, (b = 1,. . . , B ) , the vector (Pr(AIlAb), Pr(A2]Ab), . . .) gives a statistical characterization of exceptional fuzzy behaviour in the output space. In [l] we termed these characterizations conditional output cluster membership distributions (CODs).
Step 5: Deriving a f.uv rule base By comparing the various CODs found to the UOD as found in step 2, we can determine the most exceptional relationships, i.e., the regimes for which the deviations from the UOD are most exceptional. Next, we express these most exceptional fuzzy relationships in a fuzzy rule base. For each regime, the deviations from the UOD can be expressed in linguistic terms. It could be helpful to exploit knowledge from experts working in the domain where CELA is applied. For a nice example on how such a fuzzy rule base is set up, see [7] .
Iv. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The mathematical framework introduced in section II shows how probability theory and mathematical statistics can nicely be combined with fuzzy set theory. In domains where probabilistic fuzzy events in 'well-defined' samples spaces are an appropriate modeling tool, this framework might be helpful. A short example may indicate in which natural ways the framework can be applied to model reality. The example problem concerns the 'assessment of the probability that a Dutch adult man is long'. Probability theory is clearly needed here. In addition, a fuzzy set can be used to model the notion of 'long'.
Having a representative sample of P Dutch adult men, an assessment of the probability desired can rapidly be made using equation (22). By doing so, each sample is counted conform the degree to which the man at hand is long. Note how this approach differs from the classical one where each sample is either counted or completely not counted.
It has also been shown how the CELA-algorithm beautifully fits in the framework. Using notions like fuzzy events, fuzzy classes, and (un)conditional probability distributions, we get a deep understanding of how CELA actually works. For example, it has become clear now that we have indeed to do with an assessment of probability distributions defined on fuzzy sample spaces.
For future research, it is interesting to analyze both experimentally and mathematically how certain choices as made in the implementation of CELA (like the clustering heuristics, the number of fuzzy classes, and the form of the membership functions) affect its performance. At the same time, we shall continue to apply CELA in various domains, especially in those related to financial analysis.
